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I have been a 1D fan since I heard "Live While We're Young" on the radio. I have enjoyed watching

the and grow over the years not just physically, but through their music. As my review of their last

album, Midnight Memories states, I enjoy the edgier, more adult sounding 1D. Not many boy bands

can evolve past the cheesy bubblegum pop stage...but One Direction has. This album, picks up

where MM with a more mature sound...more rock and folk influences. 15 of the 16 tracks were

written by the band, the exception being "18" which was written by the incomparable Ed Sheeran.

As with the previous albums, I was hooked after one listen. I've had this album for 4 months now

and I have just now chosen a favorite song. Yauakly after one listen of an album, I find one song I

really like and stick with it...but with this album, it was so hard to choose a favorite; they're all so

good! Night Changes is the best, though, at least in my opinion. I can easily say that this is the best

One Direction album yet.After finishing this album, I was so excited to read online that the lads were

already working on their next album. But with Zayn's recent ddeparture, I am kind of holding onto

the albums we have so far. I am glad that he stayed through this album, it would not have been the



same without him. It has been an amazing 5 years since 1D was formed, and after 4 amazing

albums, they're still going strong.

Okas a fourty year old guy i have not had the One Direction fever or anything though I admit i have

heard a few of their hits on the radio. Then i heard this album though a friend and was surprised,

Songs like 18 Fool's Gold and Night Changes are written and performed very maturely beautifully I

admit i can tell the five distinct voices but not sure whose voice belongs to who, if anyone can help

me. I do find being very much into singer songwriter type music there are two voices i find MOST

interesting and stand out to me the most. Ill use the song Night Changes as an example: the guy

whose voice first starts off the song and the voice that does the voice about hiding behind a

cigarette are the two. Does anyone know who of the two guys those voices belong to. I actually find

them more suited to the singer songwriter type music i usually listen to?

this album is definitely one direction's best album to date.following along with the progressing

maturity that is noticeable in their albums, especially when "midnight memories" came out, four

DEFINITELY has a much more adult sound to it while still keeping the mainstream pop sound that

one direction is known. interspersed with songs such as "no control," "clouds" and "girl almighty"

which are all songs that make you want to turn up the volume and sing them from the top of your

lungs, are songs such as "18," "night changes," "once in a lifetime" and "fool's gold" which are

slower but still as sweet."change your ticket" has a heavy the 1975 influence and it works so well

with their voices and is definitely a great track.the sound on this album is much clearer and their

voices really shine through, especially on the harmonies, such as the ones in "night changes" and

"once in a lifetime."overall, FOUR is an absolutely fantastic album and you should buy it if you want

to hear a different, more indie, sound from one direction and see how they've matured and

progressed musically. the album flows very well and is one that can easily be repeated again and

again without getting tired of it.

I ordered The album "Four" by One Direction on January 27th and It said it would arrive between

February 2nd-February 17th" and it arrived February 1st! Other than I slash on the case, which, as

long as the CD is in good condition, I don't care. [ and the CD didn't have a scratch on it, it was like

new]The music, is amazing. As everyone has said it is a step up from the last album midnight

memories. Even though I love all of the albums. Thank you so much for selling it for a low price with

great value!



This is an excellent pop album, making One Direction one of the finest contemporary pop bands.

Not every song is great, I admit. I personally don't really care for STEAL MY GIRL or 18. But I still

give the album 5 stars, because, overall, it is a five-star-album, in my opinion. The great tunes,

featured, make up for the somewhat lackluster ones. NIGHT CHANGES is my favorite song on the

album, a beautiful & haunting masterpiece. The topic is simple, but so relatable & tender. The lyrics

& vocals are fantastic. Also - GIRL ALMIGHTY, WHERE DO BROKEN HEARTS GO, SPACES,

READY TO RUN & CLOUDS are all well-written, fantastic tracks. Boy bands have never been my

thing, but these guys have such genuine talent. I look forward to hearing their next release, and to

seeing which direction of style (no pun intended!), they go with that one. FOUR's musical style is a

little more sophisticated than their previous work - there are whispers of Train, Mumford & Sons,

Phillip Phillips & even The Beach Boys. Splendid Album! :)

The music on this album is fantastic (it's probably their best album, 10/10 would reccomend) BUT

the Ultimate Edition audio CD I received is not rectangular like in the picture provided, nor does it

have a hard cover like their previous ultimate editions (I've seen this album in that format, so the

version I received was definitely a mistake). I'm pretty sure I received the Australian version of the

CD, which is square-shaped and more sleevelike than hardcover. If you're just in it for the music

then $4.89 is a great price to pay for this awesome album, but if you're like me and you want to

collect all of the hardcover album books, know that you get what you pay for.

I absolutely adore this new album! It has a great new feel about it. I love hearing how much the boys

have grown up since four years ago. This album has been worth waiting for since their

announcement! Im so excited to hear what they come up with. I love you one direction continue on

the great work. This has be the best album to come with some of the best songs.
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